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Carbon Sinks and the Preservation of OldGrowth Forests Under the Kyoto Protocol
Dayna Nadine Scott*
The structure ofthe mechanisms in the Kyoto Protocol with respect to "carbon sinks,"
may be inteq)reted so as to place incentives on national governments that counter
recent progress made towards the preservation of old-growth forests. A focus on the
element carbon fails to recognize values other than sequestration that standingforests
can provide. For example, an approach that strictly seeks to increase the rate of
fixation of atmospheric carbon will favour replacing old-growth forests with monocultural plantations of trees. The intehwtional community, in implementing these
mechanisms, may frustrate other environmental initiatives such as the conservation
of endangered species habitat and the protection of biodiversity. Further,focussing
on the rate of sequestration is misguided. The recent empirical evidence suggests that
the best way to useforestsfor climate change mitigation is to allow them to grow old,
and to protect them from ever being logged.
It has been observed that the inability of the international community to reach
agreement on implementation of the Kyoto Protocol at a series of international
meetings held recently in The Hague turned on technical issues surrounding "carbon
sinks." This article deciphers the issues to reveal what interests are at stake in this
debate, and how forests came to be the crutch that supports the 'old economy' and
prevents our planet's progress towards a sustainable economy and a stable climate.
La structure des mecanismes concernant /es puits de carbone ident{fies dans le
Protocole de Kyoto peut etre interpretee comme une far;on d' encourager !es gouvernements nationaux qui s'opposent aux progres realises recemment sur le plan de la
conservation desforets anciennes. L 'approche ciblee sur le carbone ii I 'hat d'element
ne reconnaft pas /es avantages aittres que la sequestration que !es forets existantes
peuvent apporter. Par exemp/e, une approche visant strictement cl accroltre le taux
de fixation du carbone atmospherique encouragera le remplacement des forets anciennes par des plantations d'arbres de monoculture. En mettant en reuvre ces
mecanismes, la collectivite internationale risque de nuire ii d'autres initiatives environnementales telles que la conservation des habitats d'especes menacees
Dayna Scott is cuffently completing her final year of a MES/LLB joint degree program at
the Faculty of Environmental Studies and Osgoode Hall Law School at York University.
An earlier version of this article was awarded the 2000 Sir John A. Mactaggart Essay Prize
in Environmental Law.

Electronic copy available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1582935
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d'~xtinction et la protect~on de la biodiversite. De plus, il est pett judicieux de ne se
1:re~ccuper que de la Vltesse de sequestration. Les recentes preuves empiriques
mdt~uent q~1e la_Jm;on la plus efficace d'utiliser !es forets a.fin d'attenuer /es modifi~att?ns clunat1ques est de leur permettre de vieillir et de /es proteger contre le
debotsement.

,

l!~ c: constate que :es points sur lesquels la collectivite internationale n 'a pas
r~u'.SSl as _ent~ndr~ relattv~ment ala mise en a?uvre du Protocole de Kyoto, !ors d'une
ser1e de r~umons mternatwnales ayant eu lieu recemment aLa Haye, se rapportaient
aux quest1,ons techniques liees aux puits de carbone. Dans cet mticle, onfait f 'examen
des p:obleme~ en (:Ymse afin de mettre en lumiere !es interets qui enirent en jeu dans
ce ~e.bat d ex1~hquer :omm;nt !es forets sont devenues la pierre angulaire de fa
« vte1lle econonue » qm empeche notre planete de progresser vers une economie
durable et un climat stable.

:1

1. INTRODUCTION
~his article is divided into four parts. Part I will outline the problem
of climate change and briefly chronicle the efforts of the international
co.mmunity i.n addressing the issue; Part II will explore carbon sinks
science, specifically with respect to the preservation of old o-rowth forests·
Part III is an analysis of the articles of the Kyoto Protoc~I that aover~
dome~tic. action ~o claim carbon credit for enhancing "sinks"'; and finally,
:ome ms1ghts will be drawn from the recent failure of the climate summit
1~ The Hague by examining the inherent limitations of the sinks mechamsm ~nd how they relate to the interests of the Parties charged with the
un~nv1abl~ task ?f negotiating a climate change treaty that does not jeop~
ardtze the mtegnty of the world's remaining ancient forests.
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surface. Carbon dioxide (C02) is the biggest culprit; the primary source
of GHG emissions is the burning of fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas,
which releases large amounts of C02 • The threat of catastrophic climate
change as a result of the continuation of these trends motivated the United
Nations Environment Program and the World Meterological Organization
to establish the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in
1988. 3
The first report of the IPCC, released in 1990, provided an authoritative international statement of scientific opinion on climate change,
including its causes, impacts, and possible response strategies.-1 This repo1t served as the basis for negotiating the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC or Convention).5 The Convention was signed by 154 nations, including Canada, at the Earth Summit
in Rio de Janeiro, June 1992. 6 Although countries agreed to work towards
reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000, no specific
commitments were made. The parties to the UNFCCC, however, agreed
to hold a series of meetings, called Conferences of the Parties (COPs), to
address the goal of reducing emissions.
The main objective of the Convention was to stabilize atmospheric
GHG concentrations at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climatic system. 7 In addition to preparing
national inventories of emissions by sources, the UNFCCC also directed
nations to "mitigate" climate change by considering "removals by sinks."8
Under the Convention, a "sink" is any process, activity or mechanism
that removes GHGs from the atmosphere. 9 The Convention, however, did
not detail the specifics of how countries should carry out the 'carbon
counting.' In accordance with the UNFCCC's principle of "common but

2. PART I: THE CHALLENGE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

0Anthr~pogenic emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) are increasmg. - T?e increasing concentration of these gases in the atmosphere is
e~hancmg the natur~lly occurring "greenhouse effect" whereby heat radiated from the sun 1s trapped by the atmosphere and warms the Earth's
•

3
4

5

2

Electronic copy available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1582935

There ~re. othe: mechanism~ in the Kyoto Protocol that could potentially impact the
consenat10n of old-growth forests. However, my interest lies primarily with the effects
the Pr~t~ol will have on the development of fore~t policies within nations. Therefore, the
a~alys1s is centre~ ~rnu.nd the incentives facing national governments when implementina
"'
chmate change m1t1ganon strategies.
The main greenhouse gases include water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide
ozone, and C~Cs. Environment Canada, A 1Hatter ofDegrees: A Primer on Climate Chang~
(Ottawa: M1111stry of Supply and Services Canada, J997) at 2.

6

7
8
9

C. Breidenich et al., ''Current Developments: The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change" ( 1998) 92 A.J.I.L. 3 l 5 at 316.
Government of Canada, Global Climate Change. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change. Presented ar the Conference: Cross-Canada Briefings Before Kyoto (Ottawa:
Ministry of Supply and Services, 1997) at 1.
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 4 June 1992, S. Treaty Doc.
No. 102-38 (1992), 31 I.L.M. 849 (1992) (entered into force March 21, J994)[hereinafter
UNFCCC].
Government of Canada, G/obctl Climate Change. International Action on Climate Change:
The Road to Kyoto. Presented at the Cmiference: Cross-Canada Briefings Befi>re Kyoto
(Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and Services Canada, 1997) at I.
UNFCCC, supra note 5, Art.2.
Ibid., Art. 4(2)(a),(b). The concept of carbon sinks will be explained in detail under the
section headed "The Carbon Cycle".
Ibid., Art 1.8.
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differentiated responsibilities,"IO all parties assumed obligations to report,
communicate and take general action, but only the industrialized (Annex
I) nations committed to the "aim" of returning to 1990 emissions levels
by 2000. The Convention entered into force March 21, 1994. 11
The focus of this inquiry will be on the agreement reached at the third
COP, held in Kyoto, Japan from December 1-10, 1997. Over 160 parties
to the UNFCCC adopted the Kyoto Protocol (Protocol) 12 which established legally binding limits for the Annex I countries on emissions of
C02 and other GHGs. The reduction targets are specific to each country,
and are expressed as percentages of base year emission levels. The target
is cumulative in that it applies to a multi-year "commitment period," with
the first period being 2008-2012. 13 For example, Canada's target or "quantified emission limitation or reduction commitment" (QELRC) is to
achieve a 6% reduction from 1990 levels. 14
In terms of carbon counting, the Protocol takes a comprehensive
approach in that it addresses both emissions (sources of C02) and sequestration (absorption of C02 by sinks). Further, on top of industrial
sources of emissions, the Protocol expressly takes into account both emissions and sequestration of C02 which are a result of human activities in
the land-use change and forestry (LUCF) sectors. 15
The Protocol outlines three mechanisms by which countries can meet
their commitments by incorporating strategies that enhance carbon
sinks. 16 These include domestic measures 17 taken by Annex l countries
to reduce net emissions, joint implementation (Jl) 18 which describes cooperative voluntary agreements between nations to reduce net emissions,
and the clean development mechanism (CDM) 19, in which Annex I countries can gain credit towards their commitments by investing in projects
to reduce net emissions in the developing world.
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At the fifth COP in Bonn in late 1999, the Parties emphasized the
need to develop procedures for reporting emissions by sources and removals by sinks in a "transparent, consistent, comparable, complete and
accurate way." 20 This statement alludes to the many difficulties plaguing
the Protocol, from scientific uncertainties to operational problems such
as measurement and ve1ification of emission and sequestration units,
particularly with respect to the flexibility mechanisms. The Subsidiary
Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA) was mandated
at Bonn to address "principles, modalities, rules and guidelines" with
respect to the mechanisms in the Protocol. 21
Decisions on the substance of detailed rules for carbon sequestration
credit, including the expansion of 'activities' which will qualify for credit
towards sinks,22 were deferred at Kyoto until after the IPCC could complete the Special Report on Land-Use, Land-use Change and Forestry
(Special Report,)23 and to consider the work of the SBSTA. 24 Interestingly,
the Protocol will not enter into force until it has been ratified by 55
countries,25 and ratification (justifiably or not) may now hinge on the
negotiation of these details. The collapse of the recent climate summit in
The Hague, COP6, has been blamed on the inability of the Parties to reach
agreement on the issue of carbon sinks. 26
The sixth session of the COP was held in The Hague, Netherlands,
from November 13-25, 2000. When talks broke down partway through
20

21
22
23
24

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Ibid., Art. 3.1, 4.1.
After signing a convention, a state must also ratify. The Convention entered into force
90 days after deposit of the 50th instrument of ratification; UNFCCC, supra note 5, Art.
23(1).
Kyoto Protocol 10 the UNFCCC, JO December 1997, UNFCCC COP, 3d Sess., UN Doc.
FCCC/CP/1997/L.7/ Add. I, 3 l.L.M. 22 [hereinafter Kyoto Protocol].
Ibid., Art. 3(7).
Ibid., Annex B.
Kyoto Protocol, supra note 12, Art. 3(3).
The fourth mechanism. emissions trading (A1t.6), is not relevant to a sinks analysis and
therefore will not be addressed in this article.
Kyoto Protocol, supra note 12, Art.3.
Ibid., Art.4.
Ibid., Art.12.
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25
26

COP5, Report of the COP on its Fifth Session, held at Bonn from 25 October to 5
November 1999 (Preliminary, unedited version), UNFCCC Website, online: <llltp:!/
www.unfccc.de/textlresourcelreports.html#repcop5pl>, accessed May 2, 2000.
Ibid.
Ibid., Art.3.4.
The Special Report was prepared in response to a request from the SBSTA at its Eighth
Session in Bonn in June 1998.
The SBST A, also at Bonn, made the following requests with respect to methodological
issues smTOunding LUCF:
1) Parties should provide submissions with views on, or proposals for definitions m1
activities under Article 3.3 of the Protocol.
2) Parties should make submissions as to how and which human-induced activities will
be included under Article 3.4 of the Protocol, on modalities, rules and guidelines
related to these activities... or other relevant paragraphs of A1ticle .3.
3) Parties should submit information on methodologies for measuring and reporting
changes in carbon stocks for any activities they are proposing for inclusion.
Those 55 countries also must represent 55% of the total Annex I C02 emissions for
1990; Kyoto Protocol, supra note 12, Art. 25(1).
UNFCCC, .. Press Release: Climate Change Talks Suspended, Negotiations to Resume
during 2001", (The Hague: November 25, 2000), online: <http://www.unfccc.int>, accessed November 26. 2000; Government of Canada, "Canada will Continue Working for
an International Climate Change Agreement" (The Hague: November 25, 2000), online:
<http://www.ec.gc.calcc!Cop6/press/001125_n_e.htm>, accessed November 26, 2000.
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the week, President Jan Pronk of the Netherlands tabled a compromise
proposal to the Parties. But after 36 hours of intense negotiations, the
delegates conceded failure and the talks were suspended with the Parties
expressing a desire to resume work in 2001. 27
The challenge now is for national governments to design policies to
mitigate climate change through carbon sink enhancement, without sacrificing remaining old-growth forests. The challenge for the international
community is to develop a set of rules that would facilitate this result. In
this article I conclude that (despite the innumerable problems and complexities associated with it) in principle, the idea of linking climate protection with the preservation of forests is sound, and that an appropriate
set of rules for implementation is possible within the basic framework of
the Kyoto Protocol.

3. PART II: CARBON SINKS SCIENCE
This section will provide a detailed exploration of the scientific basis
behind the concept of "carbon sinks" and how they relate to old-growth
forests. The main thrust of the arguments will be debunking the popular
misconception that the conversion of old growth forests into plantations
of trees will serve the purpose of sequestering more carbon. Also, the
benefits of old growth forests for values other than carbon sequestration
are discussed. Finally, it is suggested that the fact of a changing climate
itself adds to the scientific uncertainties about the potential for sinks to
mitigate global warming.

(a) The Carbon Cycle
There is a finite amount of carbon on (and around) Earth. 28 It is held
up in our atmosphere, vegetation, our oceans, sedimentary rocks and fossil
fuels. These 'carbon reservoirs,' which house carbon naturally, are broken
into two categories. Those that are presently absorbing carbon are called
"sinks" and those that are presently releasing carbon are called "sources."
The movement of carbon through the reservoirs is essential to life on
Earth. The balance between carbon storage, in plant tissues, soils or fossil
27

28

Earth Negotiations Bulletin, "Sixth Conference of the Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change", on line: <hrtp://www.iisd.rnlclimatclcop6!>, accessed January
12, 2001.
Environment Canada, supra note 2 at 33.
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fuels, and the release of C02, by respiration or combustion, has been
upset by human-induced alterations to the cycle.
C02 is a "uniformly mixed pollutant."29 This has important implications for the mechanisms that can be employed in its regulation. It is
generally accepted that spatial repartition of abatement of C02 emissions
does not influence the environmental impact. 30 In other words, climate
change is a truly global phenomenon - it does not matter where on Earth
the emissions occur, they can be perfectly "offset" anywhere. A concentration of sources will not increase the global or local damage. 31

(b) Old-Growth Forests
From a global perspective, the term 'old-growth' will obviously apply
to a diverse range of forest types. It is an "ecosystem-specific term that
accounts for the variety and variability within and among forest ecosystems."32 It is arguably impossible to provide a definition that would stand
for all forest types. However, there are some characteristics that would
be common to all old-growth forests. First, the site will contain some old
trees. The classification cannot be based on age of trees alone, however,
because in many instances an old-growth stand will have trees spanning
a full spectrum of ages from hundreds of years to seedlings. A better way
to approach the issue is to detennine the time since last disturbance. This
is the second common characteristic; primary old-growth forests have
never been directly altered by humans. These forests have scientific and
pedagogical, and for some - spiritual and intrinsic - values that cannot
be replaced, and that cannot be achieved in secondary growth. Secondary
old-growth forests may be very old, but they lack many of the unique
values found in 'primary,' 'frontier' or 'ancient' forests, for example, the
29
30
31

32

A. Gosseries, "The Legal Architecture of Joint Implementation: What do we Learn from
the Pilot Phase?" (1999) 7 N.Y.U. Env. L.J. 49 at 51.
Unlike other air pollutants, such as sulphur dioxide, which has extreme local human
health impacts; Ibid. at 52.
This may be an over-simplification. There is some evidence to suggest that there are
shott-term regional impacts related to the aerosol effects of reducing C02 emissions or
completing afforestation projects. These effects could include a "local warming" period
followed by a long-term decrease in temperatures. More importantly though, there may
be incidental effects associated with joint implementation projects which have significant
distributional impacts. For example, quality of life in communities is obviously affected
by the location of the emission sources and the spatial concentration of industrial activities
in general.
Canadian Forest Service, "Forest Health and Biodiversity. Eastern Old-Growth Forests:
Why Maintain Them?" (Fall 1997) I Network News I at I.
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potential to test scientific hypotheses about disturbance regimes or to
provide benchmarks for the study of forest ecosystem processes. 3 3 This
is not to say that old-growth forests have never been disturbed - they
are undeniably subject to natural disturbance regimes involving fire, wind
or disease. However, these periodic disturbances typically occur in
patches which, upon regeneration, contribute to the structural complexity
of the landscape. 34 Structural complexity, or a variety of micro habitats, is
the third characteristic. Old-growth forests will contain, typically, many
dead or dying trees, and many fallen trees that provide habitat, for example
for cavity-nesting birds such as the northern spotted owl. The final characteristic, then, is that old-growth forests provide critical habitat for many
wildlife species at risk. Species that are intolerant of human alterations to
the environment will only exist in these forests.
(c) Debunking the Popular Rhetoric of Carbon Sinks

~he popular rhetoric surrounding carbon sinks is that only young,
growmg forests are important to mitigate global warming, and that ancient, "decadent" old-growth forests are a burden. ·15 It has been suggested
that the C02 content of the atmosphere could be reduced by convertino
old-growth forests into younger, intensively managed plantations. 36 It i~
true that vigorous young trees, as they are adding tissue, are fixing atmospheric carbon through photosynthesis. In this sense, they are acting
as smks. As trees grow and mature, the rate at which they fix carbon
decreases because they have a lower net primary productivity.37
33
34

Ibid. at2.
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How can we reconcile this science with the goal of maintaining oldgrowth forests? I will advance three arguments for why this popular
conception is not a sound way to approach the sequestration of carbon in
sinks.
(i) Forests as reservoirs

The important point to keep in mind, and which is missed by the
popular rhetoric, is that even as periodic net sinks or sources of carbon,
standing forests are a huge reserve of carbon which is being held up and
prevented from entering the atmosphere where it would impact climate. 38
Old-growth forests will generally have large stocks of carbon, but only
small or negligible flows because net biomass accumulation is modest. 39
The fact that sometimes the net flow of carbon is out instead of into the
forest is not relevant - the important fact is that the stock of carbon is
maintained in the long term. It is the amount of carbon stored in the forest
that is the key variable, not the rate of uptake. 40 On top of this, some
researchers contend that forests retain their capacity as sinks well into
'old age,' it is simply that the rate of sequestration slows down. 41
For example, in Canada which claims about 10% of the Earth's
forested area, the total store of carbon in forests and related resources,
including soils, is over 225 billion tonnes. 42 The annual flux in carbon is
much smaller in absolute terms. Between 1920 and 1990, it averaged 118
million tonnes of uptake annually, however the recent evidence indicates
it is on the decline, possibly averaging 45 million tonnes net release of
carbon per year.43

R.B. Primack, Essenrial f!( Conservmion Biology (Massachusetts: Sinauer Associates,
1993) at 376.

35

Elizabeth May asserts that Canada's forest industry "attempted to jump on [this] bandwagon". E. May, At the Cuuing Edge: A Crisis in Canada's Forests (Toronto: Key Porter
Books, 1998) at 44.

36

Former Ontario Hydro chairman Maurice Strong first introduced this idea to Canadians
in_ 1994, bu!. his plan was never implemented, "Hydro chairman starts bid to buy Costa
Rican land, Toronto Star ( 17 May 1994 at A2); The Americans were at it earlier - "To
halt climate change, scientists try trees", The New York Times ( 18 July 1989 at BS), US
Senator John Chafee has introduced a bill which increases the incentives for intensive
fo~est harvesting for t~e purpose of expanding carbon reservoirs by creating tree plantations (The Credu for Voluntary Early Action Act (R-R I), online:
<www.earthsystems.org/list/seac-announce/0510.html>, accessed October JO, 1999.
See also H. Hammond. Seeing the Forest Among the Trees: The Case.for Holistic Forest
Use (Vancouver: Polestar Press, 1991 J at 103.
Net primai-_y productivity is defined as the increase in biomass less the loss to herbivory
and mortality. M.E. Harmon, W.K. Ferrell, and J.F. Franklin, '"Effects on Carbon Stora<>c
of Conversion of Old-Growth Forests to Young Forests" (1990) 247 Science 699 at 699.

37
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39

40
41

42
43

Canadian Forest Service, Climate Change and Forests: Co/lfextfor the Canadian Forest
Service's Science Program (Ottawa: Natural Resources Canada, 1999) at 5 [hereinafter
CFS].
R.N. Sampson and R.A. Sedjo. "Economics of Carbon Sequestration in Forestry: An
Overview" 27(Special) Crit. Rev. Env. Sci. Tech. SI at S; R. Sedjo, B. Sohngen and P.
Jagger, "Carbon Sinks in the Post-Kyoto World: Part I" (1998), online:
<www.v.·eathervane.tjforgl.featureslfeature050.htm>, accessed November 3, 1999.
Harmon, Ferrell and Franklin, supra note 37 at 699.
J.E. Hecht and B. Orlando, "Can the Kyoto Protocol Support Biodiversity Conservation?
Legal and Financial Challenges" ( 1998) 28 Env. L. Reports I 0508 at I 0509; J. Grace et
al. ''Carbon Uptake by an Undisturbed Tropical Rain Forest in Southwest Amazonia
1992 to 1993." ( 1995) 270 Science 778- 780.
CFS, supra note 38 at 5.
Ibid.
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(ii) Harvesting results in a loss of C02 to the atmosphere

If the trees in a forest are harvested and processed, much of the carbon
that was present in the reservoir will be released as C02. Harmon et al.
found that at least 15% of the wood fibre in a typical harvest for lumber
is left behind as broken or defective. 44 The remainder will be used in the
production of boards. In this process it has been estimated that between
35% and 45% of the wood volume is lost to sawdust and scrap during
production. 45
Uncertainty remains in respect to the carbon cycle life of various
forest products. 46 This has become significant to the application of the
LUCF provisions of the Protocol. For example, if the lumber produced is
used in the production of construction materials or furniture, it will continue to store carbon for many years. 47 Conversion of timber to fuelwood
or paper, however, results in the conversion of stored carbon into atmospheric C02 at a much quicker rate. 48 For example, the production of
paper, even with recycling, results in a release of C02 because only 46%
to 58% of the fibre is recovered as paper and the residue serves largely as
fuel. 49 In Canada, this will be particularly important for our carbon budget,
as primary softwood forests are being logged often exclusively for pulp. 50
When old-growth is converted to a new plantation, the roots and
debris from the old forest are still in or on the ground, decaying and
emitting carbon. 51 Thus this new forest, of vigorous young trees, will still
be a net source of carbon until the rate of biomass accumulation exceeds
the rate of decomposition. While it may take only about a decade for the
new forest to become a sink, it will typically take over a century for it to
achieve a carbon stock as large as that of the old-growth forest removed. 52
The result of all this is that in a typical old-growth harvest, more than
50% of the carbon stored per hectare may be lost to the atmosphere from

44
45
46
47
48

49
50
51
52
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Harmon, Ferrell and Franklin, supra note 37 at 699.
D.A. Hartman et al., Conversion Factors for the Pacific Northwest Forest Industry.
(Seattle: Institute of Forest Resources, University of Washington, 1976).
CFS, supra note 38 at 8.
Hechtand0rlando,supranote41at10509.
Harmon, Ferrell and Franklin. supra note 37 at 699. The possibility of using biomass
fuels to replace fossil fuels, and the implications of this practice for ·carbon counting'
are taken up in Part III.
Ibid.
J. Cartwright, "The Price of Compromise: Why We Should Wind Down Our Forest
Industry" (1999) 15 Canadian Public Policy 233 at 235, 241.
Hecht and Orlando, supra note 41 at 10509.
Ibid.
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paper production, fuel consumption or decomposition - even when the
objective is to produce sawlogs. 5 ~ If the primary objective of the harvest
is to feed a pulp and paper mill, virtually none of the stored carbon is
saved. The harvest of an old-growth stand could reduce the carbon stored
on the land for up to 250 years. 54 In fact, some scientists would contend
that secondary growth will never sequester as much carbon as the original
forest. 55 This is due, it is argued, to modern commercial silvicultural
practices which generally produce forests with less volume than the original.
(iii) Conversion of old-growth results in the loss of carbon held in the soil

As much as two-thirds of the carbon held in forest ecosystems is
contained in soils and associated peat deposits. 56 The proportion held in
the soils increases with latitude. Significant peat deposits are found in
Canadian boreal forests, and many of the peats exist in areas of sparse
forest cover. 57 Peatland forests differ from other natural forests in the time
frames they store carbon-carbon fixation exceeds C02 release for periods from centuries to millennia. 58 While these forests would seem good
candidates for increasing carbon sequestration (replacing them with a
plantation would add considerable above-ground biomass), a highly significant carbon reservoir would be lost if the peats were disturbed. Not
only are they a dense stock of carbon, but there is evidence that indicates
they may be more permanent deposits (not subject to eventual decay in
the way that trees are).
Instead of being dispensable in the quest to sequester more carbon,
old-growth forests will be critical in postponing catastrophic climate
change. Harmon et al. estimate that while old-growth covers only 0.017%
of the earth's land surface, the conversion of old-growth forests appears
to account for 2% of the total carbon released from land-use changes in
the last century. Therefore, while re-introducing forests to degraded lands
will increase terrestrial carbon storage, the conversion of old-growth

53
54
55
56
57
58

Harmon, Ferrell and Franklin, supra note 37 at 700.
Ibid. at 70 I.
Sedjo, Sohngen and Jagger, supra note 39 at 5.
Dixon et al., "Carbon Pools and Flux of Global Forest Ecosystem" ( 1994) 263 Science
185 at 185.
Sampson and Sedjo, supra note 39 at S l.
Binkley et al., "Sequestering Carbon in Natural Forests" (1994) 27(Special) Crit. Rev.
Env. Sci. Tech. S23 at S25.
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forests - even to young, fast-growing plantations - will simply add
carbon to the atmosphere, exacerbating global warming.
In conclusion, governments and corporations that have focussed on
simply increasing the rate of carbon uptake in forests, should broaden
their perspective. Slowing the rate of release of carbon into the atmosphere
from terrestrial sources by preserving existing forests, particularly oldgrowth, will generally be more effective at miticratina
climate chancre
in
b
b
b
the Jong run.
(d) Non-Carbon Benefits of Old-Growth Forests

In the previous discussion of old-growth forests, some of the characteristic values of these ecosystems were alluded to. Whether these
values are expressed in economic terms, such as recreational or tourism
development opportunities, or spiritual terms such as the inherent riaht
to exist for other life forms, or the healing properties of sacred place: to
aboriginal groups-it is clear that the preservation of old-growth forests
will advance goals of national governments that are completely indeclimate chancre
pendent of carbon sequestration. In this way, miticratina
b
b
b
becomes tied up with policies for combating destruction of endanaered
0
species habitat, and the preservation of biodiversity. Thus, while I have
argued that even from a strict carbon sequestration perspective, the conversion of old-growth into plantations is not desirable, it is impo1tant to
keep in mind that this position is only strengthened by the inclusion of
other value considerations. A focus on strict biomass accumulation icro
nores the other ecosystem services that standing forests provide,59 which
may frustrate domestic measures already taken to ensure biodiversity
conservation and endangered species protection. When evaluating different interpretations of the articles in the Protocol, old-growth forest should
be conceptualized in terms of its general value to nations, including its
sink value, its habitat value and its biodiversity value.
(e) Impacts of Climate Change on Forests
It is impossible to make predictions about how much sinks can help
in mitigating global warming without taking the effect of a changing

climate into account. 60 It is predicted that climate change will have pronounced, but uncertain, effects on forests. 61 Climate change is expected
to occur at rates that are rapid relative to the rates at which forest tree
species grow, reproduce and migrate. This returns us to the point of
replacing old-growth forests with tree plantations. The response of forests
to unpredictable and unprecedented changes in climate will be largely
determined by genetic variation. Substantially more catastrophic effects
could be expected to occur in forests of a single species, possibly derived
from a single seed source, than would be expected of a natural forest.
Maintaining our sinks in the face of climate change is yet another reason
to resist the conversion of our forests into plantations.
On top of contributing to global warming, elevated levels of C02
may enhance vegetative growth. 62 The degree to which forest productivity
is enhanced by elevated C02 levels will be crucial to modelling the uptake
of C02 by standing forests. Preliminary evidence suggests that rising
atmospheric C02 concentrations will reduce respiratory carbon losses,
enhancing the ability of forests to store carbon. 63 However, there is also
research which would point to rising temperatures causing increased respiration, in effect turning forests from net sinks into net sources, 64 and
studies which have shown that the initial increase in productivity due to
elevated C02 may be short-lived, decreasing again as species acclimatize
to the change. 65
Recent developments have indicated that popular opinion is beginning to shift in favour of understanding the contribution of old-growth to
the global carbon budget. For example, a 1999 World Resources Institute
report outlining market opportunities in carbon credits for investors states:
... the forest carbon market opportunity should be as much about gaining climate
benefits by preserving and protecting the massive carbon repositories in primary
rain, ancient and old-growth forests as about reclaiming degraded lands with fast
growing tree species to increase carbon reposilories. 66
60

61
62
63
64

65
66
59

Sedjo, Sohngen and Jagger, supra note 39 at 3.
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G.A. King, "Conceptual Approaches for Incorporating Climatic Change into the Development of Forest Management Options for Sequestering Carbon" (1993) 3 Climate
Research 61 at 61.
CFS, supra note 38 at I; Sampson and Sedjo, supra note 39 at S2.
Ibid.
B.G. Drake et al.. "Does. Elevated Atmospheric C02 Inhibit Mitochondrial Respiration
in Green Plants?" ( 1999) 22 Plant Cell and Environment 649.
Canadian Forest Service, Climate Change Science Fact Sheets. Genetic Diversitv and
Environmental Flux ( 1999), online: <http://www.nofc.forestry.ca/c/imatelfactshtlgenetice.htmll>. accessed May 2, 2000.
King, supra note 60 at 63.
M. Totten, Getting it Right: Emerging Markets for Storing Carbon in Forests (Washington, DC: World Resources Institute, 1999) at 23.
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The IPCC also noted in their Special Report that there is increasing
scientific evidence that "pristine forests," long believed to be in a state of
equilibrium (or decline), continue to sequester carbon in their undisturbed
state. 67 Further, a recent study published in Science again challenged longheld notions in forestry by finding that old, wild forests are far better at
sequestering carbon than young plantations of trees. 68 Therefore, the question we will turn to is whether the sinks provisions of the Kyoto Protocol
are capable of producing the incentives that would accommodate such an
understanding.

4. PART III: ISSUES AND INCENTIVES
The potential of the Protocol for creating incentives that would hasten
the conversion of old-growth forests is substantial. 69 However, it may be
possible to circumvent this outcome, by influencing the negotiation of the
implementation rules for the domestic sink provisions, even within the
existing framework. 70 Part III is an analysis of the Protocol's Articles 3.3
and 3.4, governing domestic action to claim carbon credit for enhancing
sinks. It also includes an evaluation of the key issues up for debate in the
ongoing international negotiations to determine the operating rules for
the Kyoto Protocol, contrasting the incentives that various options, if
implemented, might send to national governments for the preservation of
old-growth forests.

67

68
69

70
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R.T. Watson et al., Land Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry. A Special Report <!f the
JPCC. Published for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Cambridge University Press, 2000) at 34-35.
E-D. Schulze, C. Wirth and M. Heinmann, "Managing Forests After Kyoto" (2000) 289
Science 2058.
In fact, in early 1999 a study was commissioned by the Canadian National Climate
Change Process entitled "The Implications of Growing Short-Rotation Tree Species for
Carbon Sequestration in Canada". The study reported that "short rotation forestry (SRF)
plantations have been identified as a possible mitigation strategy for climate change;" R.
Samson et al., The Implications of Growing Short-Rotation Tree Species for Carbon
Sequestration in Canada. Final Report (Ottawa: Prepared for the Forest Sector/Sinks
Table, National Climate Change Process, 1999) at iii.
The possibility of climate change-induced threats to old-growth forests also exists nnder
other mechanisms in the Protocol, particularly Joint Implementation (JI) and the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM). Although beyond the scope of this article, many of
these same arguments may be applied in the context of JI or the CDM to clarify the rules
as they are being developed. In fact, while the specific interpretation recommendations
will not apply, the task of debunking the myths surrounding sinks science will be important regardless of the mechanism in question.
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(a) Analysis of Article 3.3

Article 3 of the Protocol (reproduced in Appendix 1), in general, sets
out the commitments of Annex 1 nations to limit their aggregate anthropogenic emissions of GHGs. Article 3.3 addresses measures taken domestically in the land-use change and forestry sectors:
The net changes in greenhouse gas emissions from sources and removals by
sinks resulting from direct human-induced land-use change and forestry activities, limited to afforestation, reforestation and deforestation since 1990, measured as verifiable changes in stocks in each commitment period shall be used to
meet the commitments ... 71 [emphasis added by author]

Upon dissection of this provision, it becomes clear that several issues
arise with respect to old-growth forests. Each issue will be addressed in
turn, evaluating competing interpretations by the incentives they impose
on national governments with respect to old-growth forest preservation.
(i) Direct versus Indirect Action

In order to preserve the legitimacy of the Protocol provisions, and
prevent abuses which could lead to destruction of old-growth forests, it
is important that the carbon credits awarded for removal by sinks represent
real, measurable and verifiable changes to domestic stocks of carbon.
"Real" changes to carbon stocks include those that result from indirect
actions. However, the IPCC found in their Special Report that the most
significant implication of distinguishing between direct and indirect activities that effect sinks arises in the cases of C02 fertilization and nitrogen
deposition. 72 In other words, enhanced growth in the terrestrial biosphere
that is an unintended result of nutrient pollution. This would represent a
strong argument for limiting the activities that would qualify for sinks
credits to "direct" actions; however, completely excluding these effects

71

72

Kyoto Protocol, supra note 12; COP4 adopted a clarification based on the conclusions
of the eighth meeting of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technical Advice.
therefore, the meaning of Article 3.3 is as follows: "the adjustment to a party's assigned
amount shall be equal to verifiable changes in carbon stocks during the period 2008 to
2012 resulting from direct human-induced activities of afforestation, reforestation, and
deforestation since I January 1990. Where the result of this calculation is a net sink, this
value shall be added to the Party's assigned amount. Where the result of this calculation
is a net emission, this value shall be subtracted from the party's assigned amount"
(decision 9/CP.4, para I in FCCC/CP/1998/16/add.1).
Watson et al., supra note 67 at 80.
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is probably impractical given existing methods for attributing increased
uptakes of C02 to either of these processes. 73
The reason this distinction is important to the issue of old-growth is
related to the relatively larger impact that the processes of C02 fertilization and nitrogen deposition may have on plantation forests as compared
to mature forests. Since old-growth forests have significant standing
stocks of carbon in the trees, there is a limited scope for the additional
uptake of carbon related to nutrient changes. 74 Therefore, if credit is
awarded (even indirectly) to nations for increased sequestration of carbon
by forests that actually results from the unintended effects of nutrient
pollution, it would shift the incentives facing forest managers in favour
of conversion of primary forests.
(ii) 'Human Induced' versus Natural Changes to Sinks
There are natural factors that affect the ability of a forest to be an
effective sink, such as catastrophic fire or disease outbreak. The focus on
'human induced' changes results in these natural processes beincrb Jarcrely
•
b
ignored by the Protocol, despite their potential to cause huge disparity
between the carbon intended to be sequestered through the efforts of
nations, and the actual count of carbon that was sequestered by their
forests. However, the justification for this limitation may be understood
by taking a global perspective. It is widely accepted that the carbon cycle
~ncludes annual cycling of terrestrial carbon stocks at a global scale that
1s unrelated to human activities, and is unlikely to reflect long-term
changes in carbon sequestration. 75 The IPCC argues that local and regional
disturbances by natural forces such as insect outbreak or wildfire are
random, and "will tend to average out as larger temporal and spatial scales
are considered."76 However, decisions about accounting for these disturbances do become relevant, especially to old-growth preservation, if the
acforests'
recovery from the disturbance is considered a 'manacrement
. .
b
t1v1ty.' 77
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The boreal forests of Canada and Russia contain about 40% of the
world's terrestrial stocks of carbon. 78 These forests are unique in that they
are largely subject to natural disturbance regimes (contrast northern European forests). Therefore, these vast forests, while they are important
carbon reservoirs, can also be significant sources in that they are subject
to fire, insect outbreak, and decay. Furthermore, as global warming occurs, the frequency and intensity of fires in boreal forests is predicted to
increase significantly. 79 The large, intense fires typical of boreal forests
entail "major and immediate carbon releases to the atmosphere."80
The IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories
(Guidelines) 81 (reproduced in Appendix 2) provide for forests to be designated 'managed' or 'unmanaged', with only the stock changes on the
managed forests contributing to a nation's targets. The question of
whether 'fire suppression' practices should constitute 'management' is
complex. While eliminating these C02 emissions is a potentially attractive policy option as part of a sinks strategy, ecologists warn that these
forests are well-adapted to this regime and are dependent on it for regeneration, removal of pest and disease vectors, and many secondary ecological relationships. In fact, it is predicted that fire suppression may simply
open up the way for periodic destruction by other pathogens. 82
These changes to sinks, whether human-induced or not, are critical
to maintaining the integrity of the mechanisms in the Protocol. For example, the Indonesian forest fires of 1997 that burned over 2 million
hectares, released as much GHG as the entire European output for that
year. 83 If the sink mechanism is to be a true reflection of the climate
change mitigation achieved by carbon sequestration, then clearly these
massive carbon losses need to be accounted for.
On the other hand, a nation cannot be held responsible for natural
disasters that frustrate bona fide attempts at enhancing sinks. This is
particularly true when it is conceded that the process of climate change,
blame for which some nations would assert does not fall evenly on the

78
79
73
74
75
76
77

Therefore, while they are 'real' changes to stocks, they do not satisfy the criterion of
'verifiability' in Article 3.3.
Watson et al., supra note 67 at 41.
Ibid., at 79.
Ibid.
The addition of 'forest management' as an activity under Article 3.4 is being considered
by the Parties. See following sections (b)(i) and (f).
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CFS, supra note 38 at 5.
E.S. Kasischke, N.L. Christensen, and B.J. Stocks. "Fire, Global Warming, and the
Carbon Balance of Boreal Forests" ( 1995) 5 Ecol. Appl. 437 at 437.
Binkley et al., supra note 58 at S28.
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Revised 1996 Guidelines for National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories J, United Nations Environment Program, IPCC, online:
<hup:llwww.ipcc.ch/pub/guide.html>, accessed May 2, 2000.
Ibid.; R. Sedjo, '·Harvesting the Benefits of Carbon "Sinks" 133 Resources I 0 at 11.
S.C.C. Tay, "South East Asian Forest Fires: Haze over ASEAN and International Law"
( 1998) 7 Rev. Eur.Comm.Int'! L.202.
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countries of the world, is exacerbating the extreme climate events which
have impacts on some nations more than others.
The implementation rules should make it clear that actual carbon
accou?ting will be attempted, so that nations will be responsible for
reporting changes to their sinks, whether 'human induced' or natural, but
that only the 'human-induced' changes will be included in the calculation
of their ~missions reductions target. This is partially accomplished already, with the language in Article 3.1 - the parties' commitment is to
ensure their aggregate anthropocentric emissions do not exceed the assigned ~mount. .Full reporting of changes to sinks must be mandatory so
th~~ th~ mternat1onal community can monitor its progress with respect to
m1t1gatmg global warming, however, countries' commitments should
only be affected by anthropogenic emissions, not losses of sinks to natural
disasters.
(b) The Activities: Afforestation, Reforestation and Deforestation

The Protocol specifies that reforestation and afforestation efforts the
ex~ansion of sinks, will be rewarded by offsetting domestic emissi~ns,
while ~eforestation activities, the contraction of sinks, will be penalized
by addmg to the net emissions. 84 However, according to this provision,
~~ese three activities will be the only land-use change and forestry activ1t1es .to be use~ in the accounting towards a country's target (at least for
the first commitment period). 85 This limit on domestic measures in forest
management to be taken into account poses serious concerns for standino
forests.
e.
(i) Exclusion of the "managedforest"

Forest management practices can have pronounced effects on carbon
86
cycle.dynamics. Specific practices employed during the harvest which
vary m the degree to which they disturb the soils, or the manner of
production after harvest, or the final end use of the biomass obtained from
h~rvest, all can have significant impacts on the amount of carbon retained.
Richards et al. categorized various forest management practices according

84
85
86

Art~cle 3 of the Kyoto Protocol, supra note l 2. See Appendix l.

Article ~.4 of the Protocol allows for additional activities to be considered at a later date·
see section (t).
'
Sampson and Sedjo, supra note 39 at S2
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to their ability to influence stored carbon in terrestrial ecosystems. 87 They
found that several alternative management techniques could achieve the
objective of increasing stored carbon, for example, longer rotations, improved regeneration efforts, and silvicultural tending, 88 including thinnings and enrichment plantings. Other practices would maintain stored
carbon or prevent its release, such as insect control, reduced impact logging, or shelterbelts. None of these efforts by national forest departments
will receive any recognition under the current scheme as being valuable
ways of enhancing sinks.
There are, however, valid reasons for the exclusion of forest management techniques from the perspective of maintaining the integrity of oldgrowth forests. Intensive management leads to some of the negative effects associated with plantation establishment discussed in Part II of this
atticle. Credit for thinnings, tending, and insect control will lead to pressure to 'manage' even existing primary forests. A distinction could be
drawn between lands managed for timber, pulp, fuelwood and lands
managed for carbon sequestration only-areas previously harvested commercially, versus lands occupied by primary forests. Credit could be
granted for management activities that enhance sequestration on commercially harvested sites, but incentives should be in place for maintaining
forests in their undisturbed or natural state.
(ii) Plantations for the Continuous "Stockpiling" of Carbon
The following is a twist in the argument against intensive management
of forests. It is used to underline the importance for a distinction to be
made between the types of management that are suitable for secondary
growth stands-which may be managed essentially as crops, and the only
type of 'management' which is suitable for primary forests-preservation.
It is a common belief in the forest industry that when a forest reaches
a certain age it will simply fall down and die. 89 This generates the classification "over-mature" which is often assigned to stands with a high
percentage of big, old softwood trees in them. The mentality of the forest
87

88
89

K.R. Richards et al., ·'Consideration of Country and Forestry/Land-Use Characteristics
in Choosing Forestry Instruments to Achieve Climate Mitigation Goals" ( 1997) 27(Special) Crit. Rev. Env. Sci. Tech. S47 at S48.
J.K. Winjum, and D.K. Lewis, '"Forest Management and the Economics of Carbon
Storage: The Non-financial Component" ( 1993) 3 Climate Research l l l at 11 l.
For example, see the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, on 'preserving old-growth
stands': <http://www.cppa.org!englishlwoodlvoirarb.htm#three>, accessed May 2,
2000; Hammond, supra note 36 at 73.
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industry dictates that these stands must be harvested before they are
"wasted."90 To be fair, distinctions should be drawn between even-ao-ed
I::>
stands or plantations such as jack pine found through northern Ontario,
and uneven aged stands, typical of many pine-dominated forests.
Even-aged stands are the product of a reforestation effort following
harvest, or have come up in some cases naturally following a fire. Uneven
aged stands are more common of natural forests, particularly old-growth.
While I have canvassed various reasons why it would not advance the
goals of the Convention to convert old-growth to plantations, there may
be strategies which can be used on plantations, or even-aged stands, which
would enhance carbon sinks. 91
For example, instead of focussing on storage in living tissues, the
focus could shift to "stockpiling" carbon in long-lived forest products.
The plantations could be managed on a relatively short rotation, removing
carbon from the air-but instead of building up carbon in the soils, the
focus would be on adding plant biomass quickly. If some lands which
were well-suited to this type of production, and the proper species, were
chosen, the result could be a significant storage of carbon if the project
biomass
was
continued over the long-term. The combination of a hio-h
•
I::>
yield, and a long product life is ideal. 92 Further, if the activity served to
decrease pressure on governments to convert primary forests it would
also be doing another service to the goal of reducing C02 in the atmosphere. For example, the use of sustainably-produced biomass fuels as a
substitute for fossil energy serves to keep the carbon stored deep beneath
the surface of the earth safely stowed while the (proportionately less) net
emissions of C02 are offset by the replacement growth or regeneration. 93

90

91

92
93

For example, a 1990 British Columbia MacMillan Bloedel timber management plan
states: "Remaining old-growth timber will receive a primity for haivesting in order to
accelerate conversion of these zero-growth stands to ac1ively growing second-growrh
forests." Hammond, supra note 36 at 73.
The concept of 'forest apportionment' is not without controversy. The Report of"the
Senate Sub-committee on the Boreal Foresr, June 1999, however. concluded th~t the
d~mands being placed on Canada's forests can no longer be met under the cmTent system
of management, and recommended that the boreal forest be divided up into three cate~ories: 20% intensiv~ly managed for timber production, 60% reserved for multiple-use,
mcludmg some less mtensive timber production, and 20% protected areas. Proponents
argue that the approach could address carbon storage and timber production goals at the
same time as preserving primary forests; critics counter that the intensively-forested lands
will continue to expand into primary forests unless the demand for wood products is
curbed; Canada, The Srate of Canada's Forests: Forests in the New Millennium (Ottawa:
Natural Resources Canada, 1999/2000) at 12.
Binkley et al., supra note 58 at S30.
Sampson and Sedjo, supra note 39 at S2.
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Marland and Marland in 1992 asked the simple question, "Should
We Store Carbon in Trees?"94 Their study examined whether the preservation of a mature forest or the harvest and substitution for fossil fuels,
from a carbon perspective, is a more effective strategy to mitigate global
climate change. They began under the presumption that trees are equally
as effective at preventing the accumulation of C02 in the atmosphere
when they prevent its emission by substituting for fossil fuels, as when
they sequester it through photosynthesis. Their model determined, however, that the answer to their simple question is: it depends. For forests
with a large standing biomass and low productivity (as could accurately
describe much of Canada's forest), the most effective strategy is to protect
the existing forest. On the other hand, where high productivity can be
expected, the most effective strategy is harvesting and replanting (with
storage in long-lived forest products or to substitute for fossil fuels). The
authors acknowledged, however, that their model was based on the single
criterion of C02 concentrations in the atmosphere, and given the results,
I would argue that when the co-benefits of preservation are factored in,
the protection of existing forests becomes the only sensible strategy for
management of any old-growth forests.
A recent article appearing in the journal Science argued in favour of
using biomass energy to substitute for fossil fuel energy as a more appropriate climate mitigation strategy than creating new carbon sinks.95 The
author contends that where mature forests exist, they should be preserved
both as stores of carbon and as deposits of biodiversity; however, he
argues that for new forests, substituting biomass for fossil fuel energy has
clear advantages over using it solely as a means to sequester carbon. For
example, it has been argued that preventing the emission of C02 into the
atmosphere, leaving fossil fuels stored in the ground, must be a bigger
step towards achieving a stable climate than simply sucking up C02 as
we emit it.
This type of analysis begs the question: from whose perspective?
Some scientists have argued that from the atmosphere's perspective there
is absolutely no difference between a unit of carbon sequestered and a
unit of carbon prevented from release. 96 From the perspective of an inhabitant of this planet, I would counter that there are significant differ94
95
96

G. Marland and S. Marland, "Should We Store Carbon in Trees?" 64 Water, Air and Soil
Poll. 181-195.
D.O. Hall, "Biomass Energy versus Carbon Sinks: Trees and the Kyoto Protocol" ( 1999)
41 Environment 5.
T.E. Lovejoy, "The Global Case for Tree-Hugging", The Washington Post, November 8,
2000, A27.
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ence~. In Pa~ IV of this article, the limitations of the sinks mechanism to
pro_v1~e lastmg solutions to climate change, as compared to reducing
em1ss1ons at the source, are explored.
(iii) Definitions

.Another issue important to the preservation of old-crrowth and a
subject of _contention in The Hague, is the definitions of refurestatlon and
defor~stat10n. Reforestation is defined in the IPCC Guidelines as the
~stabllshment of ~orest where there was forest previously-but the guideImes do not specify how long a time lapse between harvest and plantitw
wo~I? _be required in order to qualify. This is crucial because deforestatio~
act1v1t1es (althou?h not defined in the Guidelines) typically do not include
harvest. The details of how harvest and regeneration will fit into the Kyoto
scheme are politically charged and complex.
The S~eci~I R~port attempted to clarify the definitions of key terms
so that the 1mphcat1ons of different schemes could be effectively analysed
and ?ebated at COP6. It states: "implementation of the Kyoto Protocol
reqmres_ mutu~ll_y_ acceptable definitions ... to ensure that effective sequestrat10n act1v1t1es are planned and implemented. "97
For example, if reforestation activities following a harvest were
count~d .as sequestration credits, but the initial harvest was not counted
as e~1ss10ns by defo~estation, t.hen it would always pay for a country to
replace old-growth With plantat10ns. Assuming this was not the intention
of the ~cheme - how long should the country be required to wait before
repla~tmg that forest and counting it as carbon credits (and is this a
practice we want to enc?urage)? Or should the country be required to
replan~ as part of harvestmg with neither activity counting towards th~ir
commitment? What about replanting following fire?
What if neither the harvest nor the regeneration were counted but the
"management" of the new forest earned credits? If this were tl;e case
then. why shoul~n 't the old forest - if left standing - earn "management':
credits? _Otherw1~e, the incentives are still running in the wrong direction
- the rational nat10n would still convert the old-growth and becrin aainincr
sequestration credits for responsible forest management.
b
b
b

97

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Special Repor! on Land Use, LandUs~ Change, and ~ore.wry: Summaryf(Jr Policymakers (World Meterological Organizat10? and the United Nations Environment Program, 2000) at vii [hereinaft•r IPCC
Special Report].
"
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One solution that has been proposed is to look at the relative forest
cover in 1990 and then again in 2012. 98 Under this approach, credit can
be claimed for reforestation of a given area only if that area was not
covered by forest in 1990 but is covered by forest in 2012. Credit would
be equal to the average annual amount of carbon sequestered over the
five-year budget period 2008-2012. Deforestation would have occurred
if the opposite were true and the decrease in carbon sequestered from the
1990 baseline must be recorded as an emission.
This approach overcomes the perverse incentives to destroy oldgrowth and subsequently claim reforestation credits. It is also logical in
that it provides symmetry between reforestation and deforestation, in the
sense that a forest managed under a steady-state rotation could be removed
from the accounting system altogether. 99 In fact, some analysts have
argued that all commercial harvest followed by regeneration should be
regarded as neutral for purposes of the Protocol, with "the release and
capture of carbon cancelling each other out."HXJ This contention is troubling with respect to old-growth preservation. In some parts of the world,
including Canada, commercial harvests are still progressing into primary
forests. 101 In this sense, commercial harvest is precisely the conversion of
old-growth to secondary or plantation growth which has been argued is
not neutral with respect to carbon flows, and its highly detrimental to the
goal of reducing atmospheric C02 concentrations.
The IPCC Special Report essentially sets up a policy choice for the
Parties. It outlines the consequences of "choosing definitions that would
lead to the creation of lands under Article 3.3 by the harvest-regeneration
cycle." 102 Each of the choices, it concludes, will lead to accounted stock
changes that are different from the actual net exchange of carbon between
the terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere. This results from the fact
that accounting has to begin at some point, and the Protocol has specified
1990. For example, if harvesting emissions are counted, the action of
harvesting one stand in a forest managed on a 'sustainable-yield' basis
will create a debit for that forest while the sequestration by all other stands
in the forest is not accounted. If harvesting emissions are not counted,
then the 'sustainable-yield' forest will produce a credit for that commitment period, even though there was a substantial net carbon loss. The

98
99
100
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Hecht and Orlando, supra note 4 l at 10511.
Ibid. at 10512.
Sedjo, supra note 82 at 11.
Cartwright, supra note 50 at 240.
IPCC Special Report, supra note 97 at para. 23.
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IPCC properly places this issue in the hands of the Parties to decideto_i _
?ut they do offer the following insight: this problem is of diminishino11~portance. As the commitment periods progress, more and more land~
will be drawn into the "Kyoto Forest" 104 and the disparity between the
accounted carbon exchange and the actual carbon exchange will decrease.
(c) Baseline Issues

The lan.guage "since 1990" is a result of a compromise achieved after
very extens.1ve and contentious negotiations in Kyoto.105 If countries were
allowed to mclude carbon flows from sinks and sources in their land-use
ch~nge an~ forestry sectors in their base year emissions calculation
n~t~ons ~h1ch have histori~ally conserved forests would be penalized:
\\> h.11~ nations who were actively deforesting in 1990 would be rewarded.
Thi~ is because those .deforesting countries would be able to simply reduce
the tate of de!orestat1on to offset their emissions, while a country with a
large proportion of forested area, with a decreasing rate of sequestration
wo~ld have to.reduce its emissions by more each year to meet the targets~
As. a .result, smks ar~ excluded from the calculation of the base year
~n:1ss10ns, but the~' will play a. role during the commitment period. This
is 1efe~red to as the gross-net disparity. "!06 The scheme is meant to reward
c?untnes that are_ expanding their sinks, and penalize countries whose
smks are contractmg, but for some nations it simply serves to decrease
the ne~d to reduce emissions to meet the target.
. It is now genera~ly accepted that Article 3.3, in its entirety, should be
1~terpreted as ~1eanmg that Annex l countries may only take credit for
smk accumulat10ns that occur during 2008-2012 from forests established
after 1990,
· ter. . on lands that, prior to 1990 were not forested . 101 If th.1s 111
pretat1on. 1s correct, and no further 'activities' are added under Article 3.4,
then the 1ss~e of carbon sequestration in old-growth forests is essentially
moot. Credit for sequestration by sinks would only apply to a certain
subset of forested lands, known as the "Kyoto Forest," and these fore,sts
103
104
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i~~ political posturing of the Parties around the sinks issues will

be addressed in Part

See the next section, "Baseline Issues", for an explanation of the term '"Kyoto F • t"
Sl. ~berthur, S. an? H.E ..Ott, lhe Kyoto Protocol: International Climate Policv ~~~srh~
2 Century (Berlm: Spnnger-Verlag, 1999) at 131.
··
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) Terrestrial Carbon w k.
Group "TheTe
t. IC b C I
or mg
. ,
rres na ar on ye e: Implications for the Kyoto Protocol" (I 998) )80
Sc1~nce 1393 at 1393 (hereinafter IGBP].
SedJo, supra note 82 at 11; Watson et al., supra note 67 at 82.
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would be currently less than 10 years old. Old-growth forests would not
be viewed as contributing to the mitigation of climate change.
However, the scheme set up by this interpretation is possibly conceptually more sound than the scheme assumed thus far in the analysis. If
only new forests were included in the calculation of credits for offsetting
emissions, but the destruction of older forests was included in the calculation of emissions from sources, then the incentives for preservation of
old-growth would still be in place. Under this interpretation it would
become even more important to ensure that harvest, or conversion of
primary forest to plantation (sometimes referred to as forest degradation),
is included in the definition of deforestation. wx Essentially, existing 'reservoirs' or carbon stocks in the form of old forests would only enter into
the calculation if they were lost-they would be counted towards emissions. New forests, viewed as flows, would represent accumulations by
sinks.
However, on closer scrutiny, this interpretation breaks down as well.
The scheme excludes as sinks, new forests (established since 1990) on
lands previously forested. While there may be sound policy justifications
for this (presumably to prevent post-1990 harvests for the purpose of
gaining credit in 2008-2012), from a practical standpoint, the principle of
real and measurable changes in carbon stocks would be compromised.
Actual sequestration units would be excluded.
A further difficulty arises. In the category of old forests - those that
were standing in 1990 and are still standing, not all of the stands will be
old-growth. In fact, the stands could range in age anywhere from 10 years
to centuries. In this way, it is wrong to simply regard this whole category
as a stock and not a sink. From 2008 to 2012, a substantial amount of
carbon will be sequestered in these forests.
Certainly, achieving a set of coherent implementation rules on this
issue will be a difficult task for the Parties to resolve. The most sensible
interpretation may be to regard 1990 as a 'baseline'-nations will not be
penalized or rewarded for actions taken prior to that year. From there, the
analysis could discard the distinction between lands previously forested
or not previously forested and simply measure (where they have the
capacity) the net changes in those stocks which occur over the commit108

This is particularly true if Canada is successful in having forest management activities
included as activities that can gain credit to offset emissions. Once this is true, there
would be an incentive for governments to harvest old-growth and replant it (in order to
get it classified as "Kyoto Forest" so that it may earn credits for being 'managed') rather
than simply to preserve the old-growth which would compromise land gaining no
sequestration credits.
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ment period, ensuring that harvest is included in a way that accounts for
the huge stores of carbon that are lost when old-growth forests are converted.

(d) Full Carbon-Cycle Accounting
Values for the carbon stocks and their rates of change will be the basis
for the calculations of credit towards a country's commitments. If the
measurement indicates an increase in stored carbon it may be used to
offset some fraction of the nation's gross emissions during the commitment period. It is up to the Parties at this point to determine the scope of
"verifiable changes in stocks" - by specifying which stocks will be included. For example, flux in soil carbon associated with land-use chancres
b
can be substantial and should logically be included. HN Also, as mentioned
earlier, the type of forest product that resulted if the deforestation was a
harvest is significant to the changes in the stock of carbon.
Many commentators have called for 'complete carbon cycle account•
'110
mg
to a dd ress th"ts problem. In fact, a recent study by the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis concluded that "the only scientifically justifiable way to deal with carbon accounting is to produce a full
carbon account that encompasses and integrates all carbon-related components. "111 Otherwise, there would be no requirement to report on losses
of carbon stock associated with soil, root and litter in the harvest of oldgrowth. While comprehensiveness is intuitively appealing, a tension exists between the urge to comprehensively account for all carbon stocks,
and the requirement to accurately measure, monitor and verify the exchanges of carbon from those stocks. 112
The definition of "reforestation" (and "additional activities" under
Atticle 3.4) is critical to whether full carbon accounting (FCA) or partial

109
I IO
Ill
112

IGBP, supra note !06 at 1394
Hecht and Orlando, supra note 41 at I 0513.
Nilsson et al., "Full Carbon Account for Russia", Interim Report, International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis. on line: <mrw.iiasa.ac.at>, accessed December3. 2000.
This point also raises an equity issue: advanced industrialized nations. such as the U.S.
and Canada, may be capable of completing these sophisticated measurements for their
entire ten-estrial biospheres. but other nations will not. Should that exclude them from
benefitting from the same provisions to offset their emissions? K. Gurney and J. Neff,
Carbon Sequestration Potential in Canada. Russia, and the United States Under Article
3.4 <Jf the Kyoto Protocol (Colorado State University: World Wide Fund for Nature,
2000) at para 4.1.
·
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carbon accounting (PCA) is adopted. 113 If restrictive definitions are chosen, then only select components of the terrestrial carbon cycle would be
included in the accounting system. If broader definitions are chosen,
potentially all carbon pools within a forest ecosystem might be included.
The IPCC Special Report, noted that while FCA, if it could be applied to
all land in each country, would yield the net carbon exchange between
the terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere, the Kyoto Protocol limits
focus to "direct human-induced" activities since 1990. Therefore, while
FCA may be the ideal, the negotiated outcome of Kyoto necessitates that
some form of PCA be applied.
Methods must be developed to make these carbon stock changes
verifiable as well. The reporting of all carbon gains or losses must be
made mandatory if sinks are to be used to offset emissions - otherwise,
the scales are tipped again in favour of replacing old-growth forests (where
the bulk of the carbon is held in the soils) with plantations (where aboveground biomass is the key stock).
(e) Commitment periods

The commitment period is designed to allow countries flexibility.
Parties must ensure that the aggregate emissions over the period do not
exceed the "assigned amount." 114 This figure is calculated by multiplying
the base year emissions by the QELRC (quantified emission limitation or
reduction commitment) (at least 5%) and then multiplying the result by
five (for the number of years)-resulting in a limit on emissions for the
full commitment period.
It is suggested that the accounting of changes to carbon stocks during
five-year periods will be counter-productive if the commitment periods
do not follow upon each other without interruption, or if they are not
expected to follow immediately upon each other. For example, the incentive on nations would be to establish fast-growing monocultural plantations, such as eucalyptus, which produce a high rate of sequestration
initially but which is short-Iived. 115 Encouragement of nations to view
113

114
115

z.

Harkin and G. Bull, "Towards Developing a Comprehensive Carbon Accounting
Framework for Forests in British Columbia" Interim Report, International Institute for
Applied Systems Analysis, on line: <www.iiasa.ac.at>, accessed December 3, 2000, at
para 1.0.
Kyoto Protocol, supra note 12, Art.3.1.
German Advisory Council on Global Change (WBGU), The Accounting 11{ Biological
Sinks and Sources under the Kyoto Protocol-a Step Forwards or Backwards.for Global
Environmental Protection? (Special Report: Bremerhaven, 1998), online: <http://
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carbon sequestration accomplishments in near-sighted terms fails to do
justice to the geological dynamics of the carbon cycle. It should be made
clear that changes to sinks will be factored into the countries' commitments in 2008 and every year following.
(t) Analysis of Article 3.4

Article 3.4 of the Protocol may provide for the expansion of the types
of 'human-induced activities' which qualify as emissions by sources or
removals by sinks:
... the COP... shall. .. decide upon modalities, rules, and guidelines as to how
and which additional human-induced activities related to changes in GHG emissions and removals in the ... LUCF categories, shall be added to, or subtracted
from, the assigned amount. .. 116

Theoretically this provision allows for the addition of activities which
:voul~ q~alify under A1ticle 3.3, and for modifications in the way changes
m em1ss1ons and removals wil I affect the assigned amount. Current debate
is focussed on three questions: what activities should become eligible,
when should they be added, and what (if any) limitations should be placed
on the use of these credits? Some Parties support delaying the inclusion
of new activities until the second commitment period as a way of 'buyincr
time' to sort out the uncertainties surrounding sequestration. Other group~
suggest that there should be a ceiling on the proportion of a Party's
reductions that can be achieved through sinks-related credit, followincr
the conviction that breaking reliance on fossil-fuel energy should be th~
primary objective of Parties - not finding creative ways of complying
with the Protocol without actually reducing emissions. 117 This idea is
sometimes termed "supplementarity ," and was a particular sticking point
· The Hague. 11s Canada has taken an aggressive stance on the issue,
m
arguing for comprehensive inclusion of forest management activities,
even in the first commitment period, and opposing any threshold limits
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www.wbgu.de/wbgu_snl998_engl.html>, accessed May 2, 2000, at 3.
Kyoto Protocol, supra note 12, Art 3.4.
T?e ~or~ activities that are allowed under A1ticle 3.4, the larger the permitted amount
~t em1ss.10ns .becomes "".orldwide. This situation disadvantages nations whose proport10n of smks 1s low relallve to other nations.
Earth Negotiations Bulletin, "Sixth Conference of the Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change," online: <http://www.iisd.ca!climate/cop61>, accessed
January 12, 200 I.
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on the proportion of a Party's reductions that can be derived from the use
of sink credits. 119
From a broad policy perspective, the language of Articles 3.3 and 3.4
is complex, disjointed and inaccessible. 120 It could be argued that in the
focus on technical issues around sequestration, the international community has passed up an opportunity to enhance the sustainable management of forests around the globe. 121 Tarasofsky, commenting on the international forest regime, observes:
The Kyoto Protocol. .. , ought to lead to more forests being conserved and
sustainably used. However, this promise must be put into perspective ... the
approach to forests will be based primarily on only one of many values: i.e. how
well they store carbon. 122

On the other hand, with an informed interpretation of these provisions,
keeping in mind the ecological benefits of standing forests, particularly
old-growth, A1ticles 3.3 and 3.4 of the Protocol may still be salvaged for
the purpose of improving the state of the world's forests.

119

120
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Canadian Plenary Statement. Sixth Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC, November 13, 2000, online: <www.ec.gc.ca/cc!Cop6/interventions/OOJ 113_s_e.htm>, accessed November 19, 2000; Also, the Sinks Table. working under the National Climate
Change Process, noted that "Canada ... ha[s] held the view from the beginning of the
Kyoto negotiations that no limit should be placed on anthropogenic forest sinks. The
exclusion of sinks would have removed much of the incentive to undertake their protection and enhancement." Sinks Table, Foundation Paper (Ottawa: National Climate
1998), online
<http://www.nccp.calhtml/table.1/pt(f/sinks_
Change Process,
.found.pc({>, accessed October 2, 2000.
F. Yamin, '"The Kyoto Protocol: Origins, Assessment and Future Challenges" ( 1998) 7
Rev. Eur. Comm. & Int'!. Env. L. 113 at 120.
COP4 to the Convention on Biological Diversity took place in Bratislava from May 415, 1998. Among their many decisions one highlighted the ''potential impact of afforestation, reforestation, forest degradation and deforestation on forest biological diversity ... and requests the Executive Secretary to liaise and cooperate with the
UNFCCC ..." This decision highlights the problem with international environmental
initiatives working independently from one another. Sustainable forest management
may be a goal that would further the cause of both Conventions, but without a broader
approach, the UNFCCC may allow the provisions of the Protocol to undermine this
o-oal impactinrr on the success of other international initiatives.
R.G: Tarasofsky, "Assessing the International Forest Regime: Gaps, Overlaps, Uncertainties and Opportunities" in R.G. Tarasofsky, ed., Assessing the International Forest
Regime, IUCN Environmental Policy and Law Paper No. 37, (IUCN - The World
Conservation Union, 1999) 3 at 7.
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5. PART IV: ISSUES AT THE HAGUE AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
Carbon sinks have gone from being viewed as a useful way to mitigate
the impacts of global warming while encouraging responsible management of forests, to becoming the "loophole" employed by the foot-dragging nations that resulted in the collapse of the climate summit. In the
course of a few years, the concept tumbled from the good-books to the
bad-books of many NGOs in both Canada and internationally. Part of this
change can be attributed to the abmpt realization, achieved through a
mass of research worldwide, of the magnitude of the contribution that
sinks can offer. A 2000 study of the carbon sequestration potential in
Canada, Russia and the U.S. concluded that "the potential to sequester
carbon in [these] countries is not trivial in either a political or physical
context. " 12 ~ It was made clear in The Hague that if Canada and the rest of
its negotiating bloc 124 got their way on the sinks issues, Annex l emissions
could be allowed to increase by 12-15% above 1990 levels, instead of the
5% reduction by 20 I 0 mandated by the Protocol.'25 It is for this reason
that Canada was criticized in The Hague for aiming to sacrifice the environmental integrity of the agreement. 126
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• Sink options have become a "loophole"

The concern that the sink options have descended into essentially a "loophole" stems from the confusion of some Parties over what should be their
ultimate goal: is it "meeting the Kyoto targets" or "making a difference
to the atmosphere"? For example, the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association (CPPA) in their Discussion Paper on Climate Change states:
CPPA believes that forests are treated inadequately in the Kyoto Protocol. Many
forest management activities increase the level of carbon in the forest resource.
All together, these activities can make a greater contribution to meeting the
world's Kyoto targets than the limiting [reforestation, afforestation and deforestation] definition in the Protocol. 128

There does not seem to be a conscious recognition that meeting the targets
without making changes that have an actual impact on the atmosphere
renders the Protocol meaningless. Canada's 'Sinks Table', established
under the National Climate Change Process, revealed the same confusion
in their Foundation Paper:
[B]y limiting the actions humans can take to enhance sinks ... the [Protocol] has
fundamentally changed the accounting system and the way in which we look at
forests and land-use change ... As a result, the [Protocol] is unlikely to provide
all of the appropriate incentives to meet the goal of the FCCC - "to protect and
enhance sinks." 12'1

(a) Limits of the Sink Approach

The concerns raised about sinks can be reduced to three arguments: 121
123
124

125
126

127

Gurney and Neff, supra note 112 at para 4.0.
Canada n~gotiated as part of a loose alliance of states known as the "Umbrella Group"
that also includes the U.S., Australia, and Japan. The other sio-nificant alliance of
industrialized nations was the European Union (EU).
""
C. Rolfe, "Sinking the Climate: Will Canada's Approach to Forests and Land-Use sink
the Kyoto Protocol?'" (2000) West Coast Environmental Law Research Foundation.
Each day of the Hague summit environmental organizations from around the world
united in the Climate Action Network to elect a country that was beina the most
obstructive to the climate negotiations. Canada was awarded the most ''fo;sils" of all
nations participating in the talks. On Monday November 13, Canada earned its "fossil''
f?r ''having the. second worst negotiating position in the OECD by supporting using
smks un~er Articles 3.3 and 3.4 to such an extent that rather than make cuts. they could
actually mcrease domestic emissions and still keep their Kyoto commitment: Climate
Action Network, Fossil-of-the-day Awards, online: <http://www.fossil-of-theday.org >,accessed Dec. I, 2000.
The analysis on the limitations of sinks had been adapted from P. Brown, "Climate
Biodiversity and Forests: Issues and Opportunities emerging from the Kyoto Protocol';
(IUCN and the World Resources Institute, 1998), online: <http://www.wri.org>, accessed October 12. 2000 at 9-10.

Is this the goal of the UNFCCC? What about 'preventing dangerous
anthropogenic interference with the climate system,' what about taking
steps that improve the atmosphere?
This difference over goals ties in to the concept of "additionality,"
which essentially refers to the difficulty in establishing a reference case.
Articles 6 and 12 of the Protocol, which describe the flexibility mechanisms, require that any credit granted be based on benefits that are "additional" to what would otherwise have occurred. Proponents of projects
to gain credit, therefore, have to develop "business-as-usual" reference
points, known as baselines. It is a matter of current debate whether or not
such a baseline requirement should be in place for Article 3.4 activities. 130
Some Parties argue that governments should not be allowed to claim
credit for actions they would have taken anyway, in the absence of the
128
129
130

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association (CPPA), Discussion Paper on Climate Change,
January 2000, online: <http://www.cppa.org!>, accessed September 19, 2000 at 20.
Sinks Table, supra note 119 at para 2.3.
Article 3.4 contains no explicit provision for additionality, but it does indicate that the
Parties should determine "how" the activities are to be added to the scheme, leaving
any limitations open to them as a matter of negotiation.
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Protocol, because that would negate any real progress made towards the
UNFCCC goal of preventing dangerous interference with the climate
system. In other words, without such a baseline, nations would be able to
gain credits that allowed them to keep on polluting in a "business-asusual" fashion, without making any changes to their land-use practices. 131
Another argument for an "additionality" requirement is that the targets
arrived at in Kyoto represent levels of C02 reductions that are necessary,
already taking into account current mitigation by existing sinks. 132 In other
words, the targets were not predicated on the magnitude of offsetting that
is now being contemplated under this mechanism, 1" therefore, Article 3.4
was meant to apply only to 'additional' measures taken by nations. This
is where the political posturing around "renegotiation of Kyoto" comes
into play. The Umbrella Group argues that they should be allowed unlimited access to the 'flexibility mechanisms,' including sinks, because without them they would never have signed on to the Protocol. They claim
that to limit the sinks mechanism now, is essentially to 'renegotiate' the
Kyoto Protocol. The European Union, on the other hand, feels that the
Umbrella Group nations are trying to backtrack from their commitments,
and also claims a 'renegotiation' in the sense that they would never have
agreed to the targets set at Kyoto (for the Umbrella Group nations) if sinks
were not limited.
The loophole criticism sometimes arises out of another phenomenon
associated with the sinks mechanism known as "leakage." Leakage refers
to the unexpected loss of anticipated global GHG reductions due to the
displacement of activities leading to carbon emissions.13 4 For example, it
is often pointed out during debates over whether preservation of mature
forests or plantations better protect our climate, that any fibre lost to
131
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Consider this transcript excerpt of an exchange at a Canadian Media Briefing Session
in the Hague: Government Official 1: .. .[sinks] represent about I0%-20% of the gap
that we have to fill to reduce our emissions down to the target kvels. Question: Would
this mean that we would have to change our forest management, that we would have to
accelerate reforestation for example. in order to get the credits? Government Official 1:
No, this is just - our intent is largely lo ensure that the good forest and soil management
practices that we already have in Canada are recognized. (Media Technical Briefing
Transcription, November IO. 2000, Ottawa. online: <http://www.ec.ge.calcdCop6/>,
accessed November 19. 2000).
There are methodological difficulties with establishing baselines for management practices already being performed. For example, simply adding a phrase such as "since
1990" used in Article 3.3, may not accomplish the result as it will be difficult to
distinguish between carbon sequestered as a result of the BAU practices, and carbon
sequestered by the new practice.
Gurney and Neff. supra note 112 at para 4.0.
Brown, supra note 127 at 16.
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preservation in an Annex 1 country will be found elsewhere - as long as
the demand for timber stays the same, and particularly while the Annex
2 nations have no need to report emissions by deforestation. 135 For the
sinks mechanisms to retain any credibility, it must be ensured that steps
taken to increase carbon storage in terrestrial ecosystems will not hasten
the release of carbon elsewhere.
Another concern about storing carbon in sinks is their inherent vulnerability, rooted in the dynamic nature of ecosystems. Some analysts
have called this the "carbon time-bomb effect," describing the effect of
sudden releases of carbon from systems previously acting as sinks, and
judged that "increasing the amount of carbon stored in biospheric systems
in order to compensate for carbon emanating from the burning of fossil
fuels constitutes a high-risk strategy." 136 The IPCC reports:
Enhancement of carbon stocks resulting from LUCF activities is potentially
reversible through human activities, disLUrbances, or environmental change,
including climate change ...This potential reversibility and non-permanence of
stocks may require special attention with respect to accounting, for example, by
ensuring that any credit for enhanced carbon stocks is balanced by accounting
for any subsequent reductions in those carbon stocks, regardless of the cause. 137

This idea, dubbed "real-time accounting" requires that, for each ton of
carbon emitted, the polluter must sequester a ton of carbon and keep it
sequestered for the length of time that the emitted carbon remains in the
atmosphere. 138 As a solution this idea has drawn practical criticism. Measuring and tracking carbon units indefinitely into the future presents a
challenge - the timescales involved are decades to centuries. Building
human institutions that can persist reliably over these periods may be
unrealistic given historical trends. 139 And finally, the tracking of carbon
units into the future aside - current doubts of the "verifiability" of sequestration credits claimed by nations is perhaps the most obvious argument that would point to the sinks mechanisms as a "loophole." The tools
to confirm that activities have actually increased carbon stocks in the
biosphere are simply not available to most Parties. 140
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This phenomenon has also been referred to as 'demand displacement.'
Oberthur and Ott, supra note 105 at 136.
IPCC Special Report, supra note 97 at para 40.
D.M. Goldberg, Carbon Conservation: Climate Change. Forests and the Clean Development Mechanism (Center for International Environmental Law, 1998) online: <http:/
/www.ciel.org/C/eanDevelopme111MechcmismText.pdf>, accessed January 12, 2001 at
IO.
Gurney and Neff, supra note 112 at para 4.2.
Ibid., at para 4.1.
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• Sinks open up the possibility of negative environmental impacts

Increasingly, there have been accounts of governments and industry
around the globe that would like to use carbon credits to help finance
plantation projects that include the conversion of native forests. 141 For all
the reasons explored in this article, it is clear that any incentive to replace
old-growth forests with plantations is a step running counter to environmental initiatives in other areas. The loss of native forest species, the loss
or degradation of old-growth forests, the loss of biodiversity, as well as
many local negative environmental impacts associated with plantation
forestry such as soil loss, nutrient pollution and diminished water quality,
have all been predicted as being likely to result from a strong reliance on
the sink mechanism.1 42
• Sinks are a distraction from reducing energy-related emissions

Global progress in the fight against climate change will require nations
to implement difficult changes to patterns of fossil fuel consumption and
energy use. It is argued that the preoccupation of some Parties with carbon
sinks hinders the Protocol's ability to induce 'climate-friendly' technology development, and dampens the stimulation of the growing world
market for solar and wind-powered renewable energy technologies. It is
an ironic development that the world's forests have become the crutch
which props up big oil interests by allowing their governments to escape
their commitments to reduce emissions. This criticism of the sinks mechanism really is saying that climate change is an energy issue, and forests
are just distraction.
However, it is worth repeating that while land-use and forestry may
be a minor part of the solution to climate change - it can become a m~jor
part of the problem if the incentives against deforestation and conversion
are not in place. Also, due to the inevitable time-lacre before chancre
can
e
be felt in the energy sector, forests may play an important role in "buyincr
•
"
.
•
ti
time now - they may slow impacts of climate change while the 'old
economy,' heavy on coal, oil, and gas, is replaced by cleaner alternatives.

141

142
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It may be the "non-permanence" of the sinks concept that renders it
fundamentally limited as a strategy to address climate change. It is argued
that trading fossil fuel emissions for trees "essentially transfers carbon
stored deep within the earth into carbon dangling above its surface." 143
From a long-term perspective, emissions from fossil fuel depletion will
not be compensated for by the terrestrial biosphere, however productive:
Carbon is stored globally in living biotic systems and in abiotic systems, namely
the atmosphere, the oceans, the terrestrial system, and the fossil fuels deposits.
Together with deep sea ocean carbonanceous sediments, only [fossil fuel deposits] keep the carbon out of the natural terrestrial carbon cycle for geological
timescales. 144

The increased carbon uptake achieved by enhancing sinks can offset fossil
fuel emissions only temporarily - "on a time scale from decades to a
century." 145 Given the decreasing rate of carbon sequestration in forests
as they age (and notwithstanding the argument that protection of these
forests is the best way to secure that carbon), it becomes clear that as long
as the amount of land available for growing forests is finite, we will reach
a point where it will no longer be possible to increase the rate of carbon
accumulation in the biosphere. 146 This point is known as "saturation" - it
is distinct from the "permanence" concern because it posits that, even if
the carbon stored in sinks was stable and remained there indefinitely
(which we know is not likely), the sequestration strategy would still be
only a short-term fix. Terrestrial carbon sinks should not be viewed as
the panacea to climate change, but should be seen as a valuable method
of "buying time" until we can come to terms with the real work of battling
global warming - reducing fossil fuel emissions.
Furthermore, there are those who would argue that carbon sequestration in the terrestrial biosphere should be regarded as an opportunity to
reclaim carbon lost due to prior mismanagement 147 - not used to justify
further recklessness:
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World Wide Fund for Nature. The Clearcut Case: How the Kvoto Protocol Could
Become a Driver for Deforestation (2000). online: http://www.panda.org/resources/
publications/climatelcarbonsinks/carbonsinks.html, accessed January 12. 200 I.
Watson et al.• supra note 67 at 105; Lovejoy, supra note 96; Gurney and Neff, supra
note 112 at 3.3.1.
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Sierra Club. "Risky Business: Trading Away Our Responsibilities. Why JI is the Wrong
Approach to Global Warming Policy" ( 1999), online: <www.toowarm.org/CAFE/factsheets/jifact.html>, accessed May 2, 2000.
Oberthur and Ott, supra note I 05 at 131.
IGBP. supra note 106 at 1394.
B. Schlamadinger and G. Marland, Land Use & Global Climate Change: Forests. Land
Management, and the Kyoto Protocol (Prepared for the Pew Center on Global Climate
Change, 2000), online: <http://www.pewclimate.org/projectslland_use.(fin>, accessed January 22, 2001 at 9.
From an equity perspective, the inclusion of historical data is critical. For example,
Brazil has argued that any program should take into account the 'historic element,' or
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The need to sequester very large quantities of C02 that have already been
released into the atmosphere as a result of human activity, suggests that current
programs to use carbon sinks as offsets against new C02 emissions are inappropriate. It would make more sense to use all sinks to sequester past emissions. 148

Friends of the Earth International chimes in by adding that the new sinks
being established today are "not even making up for the C02 released
from the clearing of trees historically and continuing to this day" - how
can they possibly be used to offset the C02 emitted from fossil fuel
burning? 149
President Jan Szyzsko of Poland brought the COPS to a close with
the warning, "Humanity will not forgive us if we fail." 150 In the frenzy to
work out the technical details surrounding sinks, it is easy to get caught
up in theoretical debate, value conflicts in forest management and political
posturing. In the end, however, climate change mitigation will depend on
the ability of the world economy to shift away from its reliance on fossil
fuel energy-not the enhancement of terrestrial carbon sinks.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Part I of this article demonstrated the progress of the international
community in addressing the problem of climate change. Next, the relevance of carbon sinks science to the goal of mitigating global warming
was explained, and the issues with respect to the preservation of oldgrowth forests, critical in the application of the "sinks" concept, were
explored. In Part III, an analysis of Articles 3.3 and 3.4 of the Protocol
detailed the challenges with respect to interpreting various components
of the provisions without creating perverse incentives on national governments. Part IV explored the key issues in The Hague, and offered some
suggestions for how they should be resolved by the international com-
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the accumulation of emissions of C02 made by the industrialized nations over the past
150 years; World Resources Institute, Are De1·cloping Countries Already Doing as
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munity so they may achieve the interpretation of the sinks provisions
which is most consistent with domestic efforts to preserve old-growth
forests.
For all its weaknesses, the sinks mechanism is part of the Kyoto
Protocol. To move forward now, the Parties need to seize the aspects of
the sinks mechanism that foster preservation and the sustainable management of forests. An informed negotiation of the implementation rules,
with the integrity of the world's forests in mind, could achieve synergies
between the climate change objectives and the objectives of measures
taken towards biodiversity and endangered species protection. If these
synergies are achieved, critical climate benefits could be realized. However, much work remains to be done, and the recent events at The Hague
suggest that the balance of power among the Parties may be shifting
towards those who do not support the linking of forests to climate change
mitigation for the right reasons. Caving in to the pressure to replace oldgrowth with plantations, in the quest to maximize the carbon stored on
the landscape, would fly in the face of the movement to adopt an integrated
perspective to the management of our forests. Likewise, the international
community would be seen as facilitating climate change objectives to run
rampant over global progress made towards other environmental goals.
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Appendix 1
Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC, 10 December 1997, UNFCCC COP, 3d Sess.,
UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1997/L.7/Add. I, 3 I.L.M. 22

Article 3
I. The Parties included in Annex I shall, individually or jointly, ensure that their
aggregate anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions of the greenhouse
gases listed in Annex A do not exceed their assigned amounts, calculated pursuant
to their quantified emission limitation and reduction commitments inscribed in
Annex B and in accordance with the provisions of this Article, with a view to
reducing their overall emissions of such gases by at least 5 per cent below 1990
levels in the commitment period 2008 to 2012.

2. Each Party included in Annex I shall, by 2005, have made demonstrable
progress in achieving its commitments under this Protocol.
3. The net changes in greenhouse gas emissions from sources and removals by
sinks resulting from direct human-induced land-use change and forestry activities, limited to afforestation, reforestation and deforestation since 1990, measured
as verifiable changes in stocks in each commitment period shall be used to meet
the commitments in this article of each Party included in Annex I. The greenhouse
gas emissions from sources and removals by sinks associated with those activities
shall be reported in a transparent and verifiable manner and reviewed in accordance with articles 7 and 8.
4. Prior to the first sessions of the Conference oft he Parties serving as the meeting
of the Parties to this Protocol, each Party included in Annex 1 shall provide for
consideration by the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and technological Advice
data to establish its levels of carbon stocks in 1990 and to enable an estimate to
be made of its changes in carbon stocks in subsequent years. The Conference of
the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall, at its first
session or as soon as practicable thereafter, decide upon modalities, rules and
guidelines as to how and which additional human-induced activities related to
changes in greenhouse gas emissions and removals in the agricultural soil and
land use change and forestry categories, shall be added to, or subtracted from,
the assigned amount for Parties included in Annex I, taking into account uncer-
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tainties, transparency in reporting, verifiability, the methodological work of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the advice provided by the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice in accordance with Article 5
and the decisions of the Conference of the Parties. Such a decision shall apply in
the second and subsequent commitment periods. A Party may choose to apply
such a decision on these human-induced activities for its first commitment period,
provided that these activities have taken place since 1990.
5. The Parties included in Annex 1 undergoing the process of transition to a
market economy whose base year or period was established pursuant to decision
9/CP.2 of the Conference of the Parties at its second session, shall use that base
year or period for the implementation of their commitments under this Article.
Any other Party included in Annex 1 undergoing the process of transition to a
market economy which has not yet submitted its first national communication
under Article 12 of the Convention may also notify the Conference of the Parties
serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol that it intends to use a
historical base year or period other than 1990 for the implementation of its
commitments under this Article. The Conference of the Parties serving as the
meeting of the Parties to this Protocol shall decide on the acceptance of such
notification.
6. Taking into account Article 4, paragraph 6, of the Convention, in the implementation of their commitments under this Protocol other than those in this
Article, a certain degree of flexibility shall be allowed by the Conference of the
Parties serving as the meeting of the parties to this Protocol to the Parties included
in Annex I undergoing the process of transition to a market economy.
7. In the first quantified emission limitation and reduction commitment period,
from 2008 to 2012, the assigned amount for each Party included in Annex I shall
be equal to the percentage inscribed for it in Annex B of its aggregate anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions of greenhouse gases listed in Annex
A in 1990, or the base year or period determined in accordance with paragraph
5 above, multiplied by five. The Parties included in Annex 1 for whom land use
change and forestry constituted a net source of greenhouse gas emissions in 1990
shall include in their 1990 emissions base year or period the aggregate anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions minus removals in 1990 from land
use change for the purposes of calculating their assigned amount.
8. Any Party included in Annex 1 may use 1995 as its base year for hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and sulfur hexafluoride, for the purpose of the calculation referred to in paragraph 7 above.
9. Commitments for subsequent periods for Parties included in Annex I shall be
established in amendments to Annex B to this Protocol, which shall be adopted
in accordance with the provisions of Article 20, paragraph 7. The Conference of
the parties serving as the meeting of the parties to this Protocol shall initiate the
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consideration of such commitments at least seven years before the end of the first
commitment period mentioned in paragraph 7 above.
I 0. Any emission reduction units, or part of an assigned amount, which a Party
acquires from another Party in accordance with Article 6 and of Article 16 bis
shall be added to the assigned amount for that party.

1 I. Any emission reduction units, or any part of an assigned amount, which a
Party transfers to another Party in accordance with the provisions of article 6 and
of article 16 bis shall be subtracted from the assigned amount for that Party.
12. Any certified emissions reductions which a Party acquires from another Party
in accordance with the provisions of Article 12 shall be added to the assigned
amount for that Party.
13. If the emissions of a Party included in Annex I during a commitment period
are Jess than its assigned amount under this article, this difference shall, on request
of that Party, be added to the assigned amount for that Party for subsequent
commitment periods.

14. Each Party included in Annex I shall strive to implement the commitments
mentioned in paragraph I above in such a way as to minimize adverse social,
environmental and economic impacts on developing country Parties, particularly
those identified in Article 4, paragraphs 8 and 9 of the Convention. In line with
relevant decisions of the Conference of the Parties on the implementation of those
paragraphs, the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to
this Protocol shall, at its first session, consider what actions are necessary to
minimize the adverse effects of climate change and/or the impacts of response
measures on the Parties refe1Ted to in those paragraphs. Among the issues to be
considered shall be the establishment of funding, insurance and transfer of technology.

Appendix 2
Glossary (Revised i996 iPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas inventories: Reporting instructions)

Afforestation
Planting of new forests on lands which, historically, have not contained forests.
These newly created forests are included in the category "Changes in Forest and
other Woody Biomass Stocks" in the Land Use Change and Forestry module of
the emissions inventory calculations.

Deforestation does not appear in the glossary.
Reforestation
Planting of forests on lands which have, historically, previously contained forests
but which have been converted to some other use. Replanted forests are included
in the category "Changes in Forest and other Woody Biomass Stocks" in the
Land Use Change and Forestry module of the emissions inventory calculations.

